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New Rescue Squad Arrives 

 

     Harlem-Roscoe Fire took delivery this month of their new 2005 

Rescue Squad. Alexis Fire built the truck. It has a HME P2 

Custom Chassis with a 20ft. box and is 10’3” tall with a 6-person 

cab.  It has a 6-cylinder, 350hp Cummings Engine, 2 Simo pumps 

to run hydraulic tools, 6 x 6,000 psi air cylinders, 35k Generator, 

and a 23ft. telescoping light tower with a 9000 watt light system.  

It also has a specially made front bumper that holds quick attack 

hydraulic tools (Jaws of Life etc.) with two roll out 100 ft. reels, a 

cooler box for drinking water, roof top coffin storage container for 

basket stretcher, ladder, tarps, ropes, etc., 2-bottle upright air tank 

fill system, drop down - slide out trays and boards for easy access 

of tools, a 250 lb. oil dry hopper, air lines, electric off both sides, 

and a wench that can be deployed from all four sides.  The truck 

also has an intercom communication system in the cab and an 

engineer plug at the cascade controls.  A computer with the 

department’s mapping program is installed in the cab.  
 

The new squad was shown off at the Winnebago Fire Chief’s 

Association May Dinner Meeting/Vendor Show.                                       
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Truck Fires  Photos by Sheryl Drost 

 

 
May 6, firefighters arrived at a construction site at 13703 White School Road to 

find a pickup on fire near a propone tank. 
 

 
Firefighters Mike Sherbon and Ron Klaman make the initial attack on the fire. 

 

 
May 31 another pickup was fully involved with fire when units arrived. This one 

was on Hwy 251 at Bridge Street. 
 

 
Firefighters Mike Huffman and Ryan Alms make the initial attack on the fire. 

House Fire  Photos by Chief Presley 

 

     May 5, Firefighters were called 

to 410 Jeanette Dr. for a dryer fire. 

The small fire was quickly 

extinguished and the home 

evacuated of smoke. Three days 

later firefighters again responded to 

410 Jeanette Dr. for another fire.  

First in units reported smoke and 

fire coming from a bedroom 

window. (Picture left is the window 

after the fire was extinguished.) Firefighters extinguished the fire 

and overhaul began.  Fire investigators were called in and the 

fire is still under investigation. 
 

 
A bedroom was totally destroyed in the fire. 

 

Garage Fire  Photos by Sheryl Drost      

     June 7, a resident at 10899 6th St. 

finished mowing and put away the 

riding lawn mower in the garage.  A 

few minutes later the family heard a 

small explosion in the garage.  They 

opened the door to find smoke and 

fire then quickly closed it and called 

9-1-1. Firefighters made entry though 

the hallway to the garage and were 

then able to open the garage door. Above left, firefighter Tom 

Lake douses a hot spot on the lawnmower after it was pulled 

from the garage.     
 

 
Smoke billows out when the firefighters open the garage door. 
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From the Chief’s Desk 
By Chief Oscar Presley 

    The Harlem-Roscoe Fire Department 

was handed a gift of 12 houses to practice 

on any way we wished.  The First Rockford 

Group said we had until June 15th.  After 

thinking about the gift, I said why not invite 

any area department who wishes to have a 

house to train in and burn join in with us.  

To our surprise, many said yes, and all 

types of equipment and manpower were used as well as various 

skills practiced.  Besides Harlem-Roscoe Fire, other departments 

participating were Loves Park, North Park, Northwest, Rockton, 

South Beloit, and North Boone District #3.  Several Fire Chiefs 

said this was training hard to come by, close to the real thing, 

and training that money can’t buy.  If and when needed, I hope 

this will help in the future.  We also thank the neighboring 

residents for their understanding while we were doing these 

practice burns. And there were many crowds of bystanders who 

enjoyed the fire shows.   

Update - The following week the EPA requested a meeting and 

we were told to halt with all future burnings. The State does let 

fire departments burn structures for practice, however; we must 

meet their requirements of a permit and information requested.  

Sometimes it takes a fairly long time to process these items, 

which we didn’t have.  However, we shall try in the future to 

meet all requirements… Oscar 
 
 

  
Jim Johnson, Mike Pierson, Jeff Brandenburg, & Lt. Jeff Ball had water supply 

for one of the burns. The two tankers were used on most of the fires to practice 

setting up water supply instead of using hydrants. 
 

 
Lt. Aaron Miller had front sector command as firefighters practice hose skills 

protecting nearby structures.  

 

Heat Stress and the Firefighter 
By Deputy Chief Kirk Wilson - Safety Officer 

 

         With the “dog days” of summer quickly 

approaching, it’s not hard to figure out that it’s 

hot outside. With the heat, comes heat related 

problems. As firefighters we always find 

ourselves in “hot and sticky” situations. Heat 

exhaustion and heat stroke can quickly become a 

dangerous reality when dealing with fire 

suppression. It is very important for us to 

recognize the signs and symptoms of Heat 

Exhaustion and Heat Stroke.  

Heat Exhaustion 
     This usually occurs when the body is exposed to heavy work or 

exercise while in a very hot environment. Heat Exhaustion is caused by 

the body depleting itself of fluid and electrolytes. Profuse sweating 

occurs causing the body to try and cool itself. This is a very dangerous 

situation for firefighters exposed to extreme heat.  

Symptoms include: Profuse sweating, cold clammy skin, pale or gray in 

color, extreme thirst, and dry mouth or tongue. The patient may be 

dizzy, weak or fainting. These symptoms are signs that need swift 

attention. 

Treatment for Heat Exhaustion:  
     Remove the patient from the warm environment and place them in a 

cool place. (If possible) Remove any excessive clothing including all 

turnout gear. Encourage the firefighter to lie down. If the firefighter is 

fully conscious, have them start to take in fluids. Water and or an 

electrolyte fluid replacement should be given. Do not try to re-hydrate 

with soda pop or other carbonated products. If symptoms do not resolve 

within 20-30 minutes, a more aggressive action may follow such as IV 

therapy and transport to the hospital.  

Heat Stroke 
     Heat Stroke occurs when the body is overwhelmed by excessive 

heat. (Such as firefighting) The bodies cooling mechanism has been 

overwhelmed and unable to get rid of the excessive heat. This is a very 

dangerous condition and needs prompt attention. Symptoms include: A 

change in behavior or mental status. The firefighter may become 

confused. The firefighter may become unresponsive. Skin will be very 

hot and dry to touch. (Fever) Color may be very flushed or red.  Again, 

this is a very serious condition that may lead to death if not treated 

aggressively.  

Treatment for Heat Stroke: 
     Remove the firefighter from the environment. Remove excess 

clothing or turnout gear. Start the firefighter on oxygen at 12-15 liters 

per minute. Apply cold packs to the neck, under armpits and in the 

groin. Cover the pt. with cool towels keeping a close eye on their body 

temperature. Paramedics start IV therapy and rapidly transport to a 

medical facility. 

     Heat related emergencies are very serious and require prompt 

attention. With the summer months upon us, try and keep yourself well 

hydrated throughout the day. Prepare yourself for responding to that 

structure fire or long auto accident involving extrication. Recognizing 

these signs and symptoms early may reduce further complications or 

even death. I know all of us as firefighters want to portray an image of 

being invincible, but look at the truth, we are only human. Take care of 

your body. Stay Safe. 
 

************************************************** 

 

It isn't the mountains ahead that wear you out, 

 It’s the grain of sand in your shoe. 
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Plane Crashes Killing Pilot  Photo by Sheryl Drost 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                 Firefighters stand by after plugging a fuel leak on the plane. 
 

I-90 Fatal Crash   Photos by Sheryl Drost 

 

June 2, two vehicles collided on Interstate 90 near the 63mm.  

One vehicle rolled into the ditch throwing one of the 4 

occupants.  Paramedics pronounced the man dead on the scene.  

The other three were transported to the hospital by Harlem-

Roscoe’s ambulance.  The second vehicle stopped 3 miles north 

of the accident and the driver was transported to the hospital by 

ambulance as well.  The accident is under investigation. 
 

 
3 of the 4 occupants of this vehicle crawled out alive. The fourth was thrown 

from the vehicle and pronounced dead on the scene. 
 

 
The driver of this vehicle stopped about 3 miles north of the initial accident. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3-Vehicle Accident with Rollover 
Photos by Sheryl Drost 

     June 3, Harlem-Roscoe Fire responded to a 3-vehicle 

accident on Elevator Road.  It is believed a small car pulled out 

in front of a pickup.  The pickup collided with the car, which 

propelled the pickup across the middle line clipping an SUV, 

sending that driver rolling into the ditch. The driver of the SUV 

was transported to the hospital with non-life threatening injuries 

and the other two drivers signed off.   
 

   
Left, Firefighter Radi Huggard collects vehicle information on the SUV in the 

ditch.  Right, the driver of the small car refused treatment. 

 
The teen driver was able to stop his pickup on the side of the road after a 

harrowing ride. 

 

 

 
 

 

     May 24, Harlem-Roscoe Fire 

responded to a report of a plane 

crash off Manchester Road. First in 

units were flagged down by a 

horseback rider and told to take a 

dirt road back into a field to the 

crash site.  At the end of the long 

road and out into the 

cornfield, emergency 

personnel found that a small, single 

engine, homemade airplane had 

crashed.  Paramedics pronounced 

the 58-year-old pilot dead at the 

scene.  Firefighters plugged a fuel 

leak and disconnected the battery.  

Winnebago County Sheriff 

Officers secured and documented 

the scene while the coroner was 

called.  Sheriff Officers secured the 

scene until the next day when the 

F.A.A. arrived on scene. 
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Accidents   Photos by Sheryl Drost  
 

   
                                                       05/06/05   Elevator Road – Car vs. pedestrian                                                                             05/08/05 Debbie Lane 
 

    
                                                     05/17/05 Hwy 251 & Swanson Road                                                                                      05/26/05 Hwy 251 & Bridge Street 
 

    
                                                                            05/17/05 Hwy 251 & Prairie Hill Road                                                         05/27/05 Hwy 251 just north of Hwy 173 
 

   
       05/27/05 Elevator Road and Hwy 251 East Frontage Road                                                               05/27/05 Hononegah Road 

 

   
            05/28/05 Hwy 251 East Frontage Road & Swanson Road                                                                          06/05/05 Gleasman Road 
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Happy Birthday 
 

 

Chris Kaiser ‘25th’ 
June 16th  

 

 

John Bergeron ‘40th’ 
July 1 

 

 
Virgil Johnson ‘70th’ 

July 7 
 
 

Old Rescue Squad Sold 
 

 

     To make way for the new rescue 

squad, the old 741 had to be sold. Above 

four members of the Sheriffs Emergency 

Response Team (SERT) including their 

Chief Leader Dennis Lolli (second from 

left), pose for a picture before taking their 

new truck home. They bought the rescue 

squad to add to their fleet of response 

trucks.  They were happy and excited to 

get it and it has already been repainted 

and lettered. 

 
 
 

 
 

 

             Chaplains Notes 
                    By Chaplain Jim Cole 
 

     Back in 1987, I had 

been to a meeting in 

Washington, D.C.. I drove 

there so I could go to 

Delaware to visit people I 

had not seen since 1945. 

On the way, I stopped in 

Baltimore to visit friends.  

When I left Baltimore, I 

stopped at Fort McHenry.  It was there that the 

flag was flying that inspired Francis Scott Key 

to write the Star Spangled Banner.  

      I arrived at the Fort at 9:00am, just as it 

was opening, and the first thing to see was a 

movie about how Key wrote the song.  He had 

gone to the British to seek the release of a 

physician, William Beanes, who was a prisoner 

of the British.  They went aboard a warship in 

Chesapeake Bay, and were held there, because 

the British were going to bombard the fort.  

       To shorten the story a bit, after a night 

watching the "rockets red glare, the bombs 

bursting in air," Key was relieved to see the 

next morning, "in the dawn's early light" that 

the flag was still there.  At the movie's end, the 

curtain rolled back, and I could see the flag 

flying from the same spot as the original 

flagpole was that fateful night.  

     After leaving the building I went out to tour 

the grounds.  About 9:30, a park ranger came 

out and asked if anyone would like to raise the 

next flag, a replica of the fifteen stripe and 

fifteen star flag that flew the night of 

September 14, 1814.  No one else responded, 

so I did.  He brought down the current flag, 

fastened the 1814 flag on the rope, and I 

briskly raised it to the peak, and then saluted.  

     That was an important event in my life.  

June 14 is Flag Day.  On that day (and every 

day, for that matter), remember what it stands 

for.  Sounds corny, but I am glad and proud to 

be an American.  This is not a perfect country.  

There is no such thing.  We have some crooks 

and liars in Congress (but not all of them, 

thankfully).  We will all never be agreement 

about our involvement in Iraq and 

Afghanistan, but this is still the best country in 

the world. When the flag goes by in a parade, 

stand at attention, at least for the leading flag.   
      

 

Website Update 
There are several updates on the website.  

Take some time and wander around on it.  

You never know what you will find.  

Remember, the newsletter is in color on the 

website and several of the latest calls as well 

as some pictures from the burns. 

 

www.harlemroscoefire.com 
 

 

Birthdays 
 
June 
6th            Ron Swain 

7th            Bill Sabin ‘70th’ 
8th            Shannon Burbach 

9th            Dan Zintak 

11th          Mike Huffman 

16th          Mickey Rykowski 

                Chris Kaiser ‘25’ 
18th          Chris Scott 

19th          Jerry Ocker 

21st          Jerry Lindsay 

25th          Oscar Presley 

                Brian Archambeau 

26th          Greg Zintak 

27th          Don Larson 
 

July 
1st            John Bergeron ‘40th’ 
7th            Mike Drost 

                Virgil Johnson ‘70th’ 
8th            Bob Schoonover 

10th          Jeff Brandenburg 

16th          John Morgan 

19th          Dan Borchardt 

20th          Don Fish 

21st          Tim Bergeron 

24th          Steve Pomahac 

27th          Doug Wolfe 

29th          Tony Montalbano 
 

 July Breakfast Crew 
 

J. Morris, D. Rykowski, R. Alms 

D. Gunderson, P. Stanphill, 

M. Bush, & D. Fish 

 
 

 

        Total Calls 

                                May   2005 
 

        Medicals -        106      494   
        Accidents -        17         75 
        Fires -                10         54 
        Misc. -                16       103    
      Total  Calls       149      726 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     The Firehouse Scene is a monthly 

newsletter produced by the Harlem-Roscoe 

Fire Protection District.   
 

Editor-in-Chief – Chief Oscar Presley 

Editor, Producer, Writer, & Photos by 

Photographer Sheryl Drost 

Special thanks to this month’s 

contributing writers: Deputy Chief Kirk 

Wilson, Deputy Chief John Presley, Lt. 

John Bergeron, and Chaplain Jim 

Cole, Proofreader – Tracy Wilson 

Printer – Premier Printing 
The newsletter is available at Station One - 

10544 Main Street in Roscoe and on the 

depts.’ website www.harlemroscoefire.com 

after the second Sunday of each month. 
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     Congratulations to Kevin Bouton and his wife Ekmany 

on the birth of their daughter – Kylyssa.  ‘Ky’ arrived May 23rd 

at 4:29am.  She measured in at 7lbs. 6oz and 19” long.  Ky joins 

big sister Kiera, age 10 and big brothers Andrew, age 6 and 

Hayden, age 21months.  Kevin reports Mom and baby are doing 

great. Congratulations again Kevin and Ekmany, she is adorable. 

 
 

 
     Congratulations to Harlem-Roscoe Firefighter Matt Lane 

and his new wife Erin. The two were married June 4 in Rockford 

and Engine 702 transported the couple to their reception at the 

Forest Hills Lodge. I hear Captain Tim Schrader gave Matt a 

hard time though when he showed up for an accident call the 

next day.  It seems the couple wasn’t leaving for their 

honeymoon until later. 

 

                Times Rekindled 
 

 

     Assistant Chief Ken O’Dell joined the 

Harlem-Roscoe Fire Department June 12th, 

1969. He was promoted to Engineer and 

Lieutenant in 1970, to Captain in 1972, to 

Deputy Chief in 1983, and to Assistant 

Chief in 1995. Ken’s daughter Kelly Green 

works in the administration office, as does 

his niece Colleen Bloyer.  Kelly’s husband 

Marty Green is also a H-R Firefighter. 

     Ken’s says his first call was a training fire on a house and he 

ended up at the hospital with a hot ember in his eye.  He added it 

was a, “Great Start!” 

     His most memorable calls were the ones during storms.  One 

storm created 6-7 emergency calls. Then the fire call came in at 

the Barry Olson Insurance Office on Main Street North of 

Elevator Road.  “When we pulled up it was showing fire and 

smoke,” remembers Ken, “I had command and the wind was 

blowing so hard that we could not stop it.  We had help from our 

MABAS Departments and still could not get it under control!” 

     “My funniest call was the one where we left the station and 

Clay Winter and Virgil Johnson sat on a powder extinguisher 

and set it off. We thought the truck was on fire.  I did turn on the 

windshield wipers, but that did not help me to see the road.  We 

stopped and bailed out of the truck.  When we realized we had 

no fire we continued on to the call.  Another funny call was on a 

grass fire where Rock Cut State Park is now.  We pulled in and 

Fire Chief Alexander said we might not be able to make it back 

in the field.  I put the grass truck in four-wheel drive and got a 

run at it.  Come to find out it was a pig yard full of pigs!  And, 

yes we did sink down to the axels.  Chief Alexander was right 

again, but we did get the fire out!” 

     When asked how things have changed Ken responded, 

“When I started in the late 60’s we had no radios or pagers.  You 

responded from the wale of a siren at the station.  When you 

arrived you looked at the chalkboard to see where the call was.  

It would say things like - house fire at Mary Budd’s house or 

medical at John Doe’s house – we didn’t need to use addresses.” 

     “Our department has come a long way in 36 years with the 

training tower, computers, new equipment, schooling, duty 

shifts, and the many other changes that have taken place.” 
 

 
Ken radios information to command at a fire on Chickory Ridge in 2003 
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         EMS Report 
               By Lt. John Bergeron 
 

     Our CPR Instructors are staying busy with 

our community CPR/AED classes. We have 

14 Instructors to keep active and certified so 

we would like to see even more classes 

scheduled. Since we started community 

classes last month, they have already taught 

over 50 people.  

     All the AED’s presentations have been made - Sheryl has a 

story on that in this newsletter. We will be ordering a new 

ambulance. This ambulance will be built to better accommodate 

larger patients and have equipment that is designed for and safer 

for such transports. And CONGRATULATIONS to our new 

EMT-B’s that have passed the state test – Mark Soppe, Ron 

Klaman, and Dave Doyle!   
 
 

 

L-r, New EMT-B’s Mark Soppe, Ron Klaman, & Dave Doyle. 

 

Skills Evaluations 

 

 
EMS Instructor Mark Loewecke (second from right) was at 

Station One this month for the annual “Skills Evaluations” for 

our EMT’s.  L-r Paramedics John Presley, Keith Lincoln, and 

John Bergeron’s skills are tested. 

 

EMS of the Month   
By Sheryl Drost 
 

     June’s EMS of the Month is Lt. Tim 

Bergeron.  Tim joined the department in 1992. 

He was promoted to Acting Lieutenant on April 

18, 2005. Tim became an EMT-B in 1993 and 

then an EMT-Paramedic in 1997. Tim is not only 

very devoted to currently running as the only 

Paramedic out of Station #3 but to his wife 

Michelle and their dogs Lucy and Zoey.  

 

Q.  Why did you become a Paramedic?  
A. “I became a paramedic so I could give to the community and help 

the sick and injured. I really didn’t want to go to Paramedic school at 

first because it seemed intimidating. But after talking to several medics 

and Ken Claus hounding me to go, I finally went. I am glad that I have 

served Harlem-Roscoe as an EMT-Paramedic for eight years”. 

Q. Who have been your mentors or have influenced you? 
A. “Well, I grew up being around the fire station and having two 

brothers that were in EMS. I thought that was really cool being a kid 

and seeing the ambulances blazing down the street and listening to the 

calls on the scanner. There have been several people that have 

influenced me to get involved with EMS. My brothers John and David 

and Chief Presley played a key role as well as several people that are 

no longer with the department like Jim VanBuren, Ken Claus, Dave 

Bailey, and Marty Schoonover to name a few. These people were very 

good medics.” 

Q. What changes have you noticed over the years?   
A. “Oscar not yelling at me anymore on medical calls!! ☺ Seriously, we 

have made some dramatic changes in our EMS program. We have state 

of the art equipment and nice ambulances. We are always looking at 

new equipment to help the EMS team and the on going training is very 

good”. 

Q.  What is your most memorable best and worst call?   
A. “The best call that I can recall was a little girl who fell and broke 

her arm playing. After she got out of the hospital, she and her father 

came to the station to thank me. She made me a figurine of an EMS 

person and brought me some homemade cookies. I still have the 

figurine with my collection of fire stuff. You don’t get many thank yous 

in this field. There were several bad calls that I have been on, but the 

worst one would have to be the car accident at Prairie Hill and White 

School roads where the kids were killed. That was a tough call”. 

Q.  What do you think of the EMS program at Harlem-Roscoe?   
A.”Top Notch!!!!  I think we have a very smart and competent group of 

medics. I think Harlem-Roscoe has by far, the best EMS in the state.  

You can always count on teamwork and if you need help, it’s nice to 

know that it’s on the way”. 

 

******************************************* 
 

Oscars Cartoon Corner 

 
 

 

 

 

 



 

AED’s Donated!  By Sheryl Drost 
 

     Something really special happened this month – something that may just save your life! Harlem-

Roscoe Fire purchased 14 Automatic External Defibrillators (AED’s) with monies Chief Presley procured 

from a 2004 Fire Act Grant. The department then donated an AED to the 9 schools the department 

protects - Harlem-High School, Kinnikinnick School, Ledgewood School, Manchester School, Olson Park 

School, Prairie Hill School, Ralston School, Roscoe Middle School, & Stone Creek School, as well as 

Public areas – Villages of Roscoe & Machesney Park, Roscoe & Harlem-Township, and the YMCA.   

     Laws and regulations are coming that will make schools and public places have access to an AED. 

Chief Presley was ahead of the game once again.  But, he has always been adamant that the best 

immediate emergency equipment be available for the residents of the Harlem-Roscoe Fire District.  All 

the recipients of the AEDs were very appreciative and thanked Chief Presley and the department.  Chief 

Presley commented. “These Automatic External Defibrillators are very easy to use and having AEDs available for immediate use in public 

places can help us save more lives - when the heart stops every minute counts!”    

 
 

       
L-r, groups of teachers and nurses were the first to take advantage of the departments community CPR/AED Classes to prepare to receive the AEDs, CPR Instructor 

Mike Pierson loads up a box of AEDs into one of the departments suburbans, Mike and his wife Deann sort the AEDs labeling them for each recipient, and Prairie Hill 

Superintendent Jack Finlen accepts Prairie Hill School’s AED from Chief Oscar Presley, CPR Instructor Mike Pierson, and EMS Coordinator Lt. John Bergeron. 
 

    
L-r Kinnikinnick School Nurse Jeanne Zelten, Kinnikinnick School District Superintendent Robert Lauber, and Stone Creek School Nurse Jill Huett accept the AEDs for 

Kinnikinnick, Stone Creek, Ledgewood, and Roscoe Middle School from Chief Presley, Mike Pierson, and Lt. Bergeron, Harlem High Athletic Director Jay Lauscher 

and Nurse Lynda Brenner Schools accept AED’s for Harlem-High School, Olson Park School, and Ralston School from Chief Presley, Mike Pierson, and Lt. Bergeron. 

 

    
L-r North Boone District #2 School nurse Barb Sager accepts Manchester School’s AED from Lt. Bergeron and Chief Presley, Mayor Linda Vaughn accepts 

Machesney Park’s AED from Mike Pierson and Chief Presley, and Roscoe Village Trustee Kathy Kliebe and Deputy Clerk Jan Beckett accept Roscoe Village’s AED 

from Chief Presley, Mike Pierson, and Lt. Bergeron.  
 

    
L-r, Roscoe Township Administrative Assistant Kathryn Yeske accepts Roscoe Township’s AED from Chief Presley, Mike Pierson, and Lt. Bergeron, Harlem Township 

Supervisor Doug Aurand and Deputy Supervisor Kathy Kliebe accept Harlem Township’s AED, and YMCA rep Marianne Eshleman and Director Paula Bartz accept 

the Roscoe YMCA’s from Chief Presley, Mike Pierson, and Lt. Bergeron. 
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By Captain Don Shoevlin -Training Officer 

 

 

     With all the live fie training we have just 

completed, I would like to remind everyone of 

the importance of safety and training. As the 

training officer, one of my responsibilities is to 

ensure that we train safely. At our monthly 

training division meetings we as instructors 

discuss this all the time. It is our goal to 

produce qualified and successful firefighters in 

the safest possible manner. Successful training however is a 

partnership between instructor and firefighter.   

     A couple of items that I observed on more than one occasion had 

to do with hand protection and ladder use. When we are responding 

to a call we need to have the CORRECT hand protection for the 

type of call. Extrication gloves or no gloves do not adequately 

protect our hand at fires. Proper use and placement of ladders will 

save us from any unwanted injuries. A properly placed ladder used 

in ventilation can only make the job easier and safer. Don’t place a 

ladder used to climb to the roof in front of a window. Why? As you 

read this we will have just finished Tuesday night training on 

ladders. 

     We all need to train, as we would do the required task on an 

actual incident. We as instructors are always working to make 

training as realistic as we possibly can. Habits are easy to obtain and 

hard to break. We train to prepare ourselves for the real incident. If 

we train correctly it will become second nature as to proper clothing 

and technique. 

     Thank you to everyone who put in the extra time to participate in 

all the training in the month of May. Congratulations to the new 

firefighters that passed their 6-month probation and were sworn in 

on May 24. 

      If anyone is interested in helping with training or joining us 

please contact me. A new recruit class will be starting in August. 
 

 
Chief Presley and Trustee Jerry Ocker pose with the newly sworn in firefighters 

l-r, Don Fish, Eve Salstrom, Clint Evans, Radi Huggard, Andrew Willis, Robert 

Gonia, & Chris Kaiser. 
 

 

SPRINKLERS AND STANDPIPES 
By Deputy Chief John Presley 

 

          More and more of our structures around 

the district are having sprinkler and standpipe 

systems implemented. So, with a little help from 

your friendly IFSTA Manual, I have picked out 

some things for us to be aware of when dealing 

with sprinklers and standpipes. We will be 

training on this in the future.  

     Sprinklers and standpipes have been around 

for several years.  It has only been recently that 

the fire service has been able to sell this concept to the public through a 

cooperative effort with the major insurance companies that provide 

insurance breaks for structures that have them.  Jurisdictions are edging 

towards seeing the positive benefits these items provide also.  This has 

been proven by jurisdictions taking a proactive step in requiring 

buildings over a specified amount of square feet to be required to install 

fire protection systems.   

• Myth – Installing Sprinklers is too costly.  It has been proven that 

the cost is slightly higher to install a system initially, but the cost is 

recouped over several years with Insurance breaks and rebates.  In 

the case of a retrofit of existing buildings – Although the cost is 

even higher, it is still recouped over several years. 

• Myth – The building will receive water damage throughout the 

building if there is a fire or malfunction.  This is not true!  The 

failure would have to involve all the sprinkler heads, which the 

likelihood of that is too remote to consider.  What actually happens 

is that only the sprinkler heads in the area of the fire are 

discharged.  This will contain the water as well as the fire damage 

to a smaller area until the fire department arrives to finish 

extinguishing the fire.    

Sprinklers when properly installed and maintained can provide 

protection to designated areas and only discharge in the area of a fire.  

     An outside source is usually required to supplement the system in 

larger fires.  There is a fire department connection on the outside of the 

building that the department will connect to with a hose line from one 

of the fire trucks.  It is a Siamese connection with at least 2, 2 ½” 

female connectors or a sexless connector (Storz fitting) with clappered 

inlets.  A minimum of 1, 2 ½” should be made to supply the system 

with consideration of a second line if the fire is large enough or the 

interior crew reports that sprinkler heads are working insufficiently.   

• Locating the FDC - the crew can check the preplan map of the 

building on the mapping program on the way to the call or 

they can visually located it upon arrival.  Look along the 

exterior sides of the building for the “water gongs” – bells.  

And hopefully the business has labeled the FDC as either a 

sprinkler system or a standpipe connection to alleviate a 

potential problem during a fire.   

• Remember to check the FDC and all connection points prior 

to attaching hoses for debris that will clog or severely hamper 

the supply to the hose lines.  This included the standpipe hose 

connections within the building.       

• Supplying a sprinkler system - When supplying a sprinkler 

system the rule of thumb is 150 psi discharge pressure not to 

exceed 200 psi as this may cause a pipe failure within the 

system.  

     Standpipes are firefighter’s aid in large span buildings such as 

warehouses, factories, and multi-story buildings.  They have either a     

1 ½” or 2 ½” connections on the floor which they are assigned.  The fire 

department should never use the hoses that are pre-attached as they are 

usually single jacketed and non-reliable. They may be out-dated for 

testing or even incapable of tolerating the pressures supplied by the 

Engine.   

     Standpipes, like sprinklers, can either be wet or dry. A wet system 

will already be charged with water and will have water under pressure 

at the connection.  A dry connection will have to be charged with water 

from the supply Engine.   

     When supplying the standpipe, the factors operators will have to 

consider will be: 

1. The height of the fire floor 

2. Friction loss within the pipe 

3. The size of the streams used 

4. The pressure desired at each operating nozzle supplied.  

     As a rule of thumb calculate 5psi for each floor above the FDC and 

friction loss of the attack lines, standpipe, and hose layouts.  

Preplanning these calculations is a good idea.  Pressure in excess of 200 

psi is not recommended as they may lead to failure of the piping and the 

interior crew will lose their supply.  
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Cosme Visits Home  Photo by Sheryl Drost 

 

       
     Former Harlem-Roscoe Firefighter Kris Cosme was back in 

the area and stopped in to say Hi!  Of course I had to take his 

picture with him all dressed up in his Air Force Fatigues!  He is 

currently on temporary assignment at the Great Lakes Base for 

debriefing after a 3-month stint in Iraq. Chris said he was in the 

Perimeter Security Forces and spent almost a month inside 

Baghdad. June 24 he heads back to Lackland AFB in Texas and 

should be back on the fire department squad.  And he is also 

now married! Kris also says he faithfully reads the newsletter 

online to keep up with all of us. Good to see you Kris and glad 

you made it back from Iraq.   

 
Old Time Cures & Home Remedies 
Taken from a pamphlet named “Home Remedies from the Good Ole Days”. They 

do not recommend any of these and they are printed as interesting information 

only. 
 

• Constipation – A cup of hot water is a grand tonic, stomach 

cleanser, and a sure cure for constipation.  It should be taken at 

night and morning, just before retiring and after rising. 

• Digestion Complaints – a drop of Oil of Peppermint, a spoonful 

of sugar and hot water mixed together help soothe a “tummy 

ache”. 

• Vomiting - Drink one 8-ounce glass of hot water to which ¼ 

teaspoon baking soda has been added.  Cool to lukewarm. Give 

a teaspoon every hour until vomiting ends.   

• Sulphur Sedative – Take one or two ordinary kitchen matches, 

light them, and let them burn until the sulphur end has been 

completely oxidized.  Chew the burned end.  Also helps end 

heartburn.  

• Upset Stomach – Drain the juice from sauerkraut.  Slowly sip 

the juice.  It sounds terrible, but it is said to work.   

• Diarrhea – the roots of blackberry (and leaves as well,) can be 

dug, dried and stored until needed.  To prepare: Use a teaspoon 

of crushed root and stir into a cup of boiling water.  When 

cooled, drink one or two cups a day until condition is remedied. 

(Eating a large quantity of the fresh blackberries will have the 

same effect!) 

• Hiccoughs – Hiccoughs are immediately stopped by giving the 

person a lump of sugar saturated with vinegar.  

 

 

 

 

Memorial Day 
 

 

 

May 30, Harlem-

Roscoe participated in 

two Memorial Day 

Parades. First it was 

off to Rockton, then 

back home to Roscoe’s 

parade.  Left, Chief 

Presley also 

participated in the 

ceremony at the 

Roscoe Cemetery after 

the parade. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

Harlem-Roscoe Firefighters Association’s 

Fall Festival Raffle – Sept. 11, 2005 
 

1st Prize – Husqvarna Zero 

Turn Riding Mower 

(Pictured left) 

  

 2nd Prize – Barbecue Gas 

Grill Package     

                                          

3rd Prize – 6-Month YMCA 

Family Membership                                
(Roscoe/Rockton Stateline Facility) 

 

4th Prize – Child’s Fire Truck 

Pedal Car 

 

The Drawing is to be held at Leland Park during Roscoe’s Fall Festival.  

You need not be present to win. Tickets can be bought from any H-R 

Firefighter or at Station #1 @10544 Main St. in Roscoe.     

Donations $5.00 each Or 3 tickets for $10.00 
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Extrication Team Wins 3rd! 
 

     May 14 & 15 Harlem-Roscoe Fire’s Extrication Team 

participated in the 2005 Midwest Extrication Competition.  The 

competition was held at the Cherry Valley Fire Station on 

Blackhawk Road in Cherry Valley.  The team competed twice 

and did very well.  They placed 3rd Overall, 3rd in the Unlimited 

Pit, and 3rd in the Limited Pit. Congratulations! 
 

 
L-r Jim Daughenbaugh, Chad Radke, Aaron Miller, Jeff Morris, Mike Huffman, 

and Ramona Baldoni represented Harlem-Roscoe Fire at the competition. 

 
Jeff, Jim, and Aaron work to stabilize the vehicle. 

 

 
In the Limited Pit only hand tools can be used.  Jeff uses a hand pump to give 

Chad power.  

 
IC Mike Huffman watches as Aaron uses the Jaws of Life in the Unlimited Pit. 

 

 
Chad uses the Cutters to cut one of the B Posts in the Unlimited Pit. 

 

 
IC Huffman and a judge watch Jeff protects the patient as Chad uses a sawsall to 

cut the other B-Post. 
 

 
Ramona makes contact with the “victim” and keeps an ongoing conversation 

with “Jack”. 
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Pictures from the Burns by Sheryl Drost
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Station Gossip & Funnies  
• Our sympathies and prayers go out to Kevin Keen on the 

loss of his father-in-law Evan Thompson. Evan passed away 

May 20 in Winnebago.   

• Firefighter Ron Klaman tops the list for being “tough”?  

After injuring his neck during the first inning of his baseball 

game, Ron finishes the game.  Well his throat kept hurting 

so he stopped in at the fire station to talk to the Paramedics. 

The Paramedics talked Ron into 

going to the ER.  Good thing too.  

Ron had damaged his neck and 

needed surgery.  He even had to 

have a trach for a few days. It 

wasn’t long though before he 

was home and running fire calls. 

• Brian Archambeau also spent 

some time in the hospital this month.  Brian came down 

with an infection that got into his blood but is now home 

recuperating. 

• Mark Soppe’s wife emailed me the following – “Here’s a 

"Little Funny", (well, NOT REALLY), for the newsletter.  

We went to see Ron Klaman at the hospital.  When we got 

there, John Morgan, Brian Ball, and his girlfriend Sheila and 

her brother Harold were there also.  We decided to all leave 

at the same time.  Morgan thought it would be fun to 

"bounce" in the brand new elevator.  Then Harold and Brian 

joined in (for what purpose I don't know). But anyways, the 

stupid thing stopped and got stuck!!  I had to use the 

Emergency phone to call the operator - we were stuck for 

about 15 minutes!!  Ok, it's funny now, but not when it's 

YOU THAT’S STUCK!  Especially when Sheila and I both 

had full bladders.  Have fun with this one and DON'T 

EVER GET ON AN ELEVATOR WITH JOHN 

MORGAN! 

• Speaking of Morgan, his daughter 

Abby is selling worms.  She recently 

sold some to Assistant Chief Ken 

O’Dell and she even gave him a 

receipt.  Ken just had to show me the 

receipt.  So if you need any worms just 

see Morgan.   

 

• Ramona Baldoni’s daughter Rebecca was mowing with a 

riding lawnmower Ramona was thinking of buying from a 

relative.  Well, she now owns it after it caught fire. But not 

all is lost.   Being a firefighter’s daughter, Rebecca reacted 

quickly and put the fire out, saving the mower.  Ramona 

reports it even still runs.  

 

• L-r, Roscoe Police 

Officer Gary Ballard, TV 

Channel 23 

Weathercaster Aaron 

Wilson, and Harlem-

Roscoe Fire Captain 

Mike Drost were the 3 

judges for the Pie Contest 

during the Roscoe 

VFW’s pig roast 

celebration. 

Congratulations to our Graduates! 
 

• Harlem-Roscoe Firefighter/EMT Amber 

Drost graduated from Saint Anthony 

School of Nursing with a Bachelor of 

Science Degree in Nursing (BSN). 

Congratulations Amber! 

• Harlem-Roscoe Firefighter/EMT Mike 

Pierson graduated from American 

Intercontinental University with a Bachelor in Business 

Administration. 

• Mike Powell’s daughter Audrey graduated from Harlem HS 

• Ramona Baldoni’s son Ryan graduated from Hononegah HS 

• Mark Soppe’s son Andrew graduated from Hononegah HS 
 

 

 
Finally got a picture of this one.   

Guess who it belongs to? 
 

 
Soooo Busted! 

 

 


